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ABSTRACT
Context: Scoping is admitted as a key activity in Market Driven Software Development for handling
the constant inflow of requirements. It helps in identifying the features, domains and products which
help for gaining economic benefits in Software Product Line (SPL) development. Beyond SPL,
managing the scope of the project is a major risk for project management. Continuously changing
scope creates a congestion state to handle the requirements inflow which causes negative
consequences like scope scrap and scope creep. However, for managing negative consequences
caused due to requirements volatility depicts a need for work on requirements scoping outside the
product line.
Objectives: In this study, an exploratory work is carried to identify the literature and industrial
perspectives on requirements scoping outside the product line. The main objectives are:
 Identifying the state of literature of requirements scoping outside product line and variability
analysis.
 To explore the industrial practice on requirements scoping.
 Suggesting recommendations in improving the scoping process based on the literature and
survey.
Methods: Systematic Literature Review (SLR) using snowballing procedure was conducted to
identify the literature available on requirements scoping outside the product line. Quality assessment
using rigor and relevance was performed to find the trustworthiness of the papers obtained through
SLR. The data obtained through SLR was analyzed using narrative analysis. Furthermore, an
industrial survey was performed using web questionnaire to identify the industrial perspective on
requirements scoping. Statistical analysis was performed for analyzing the data obtained from survey.
Results: 23 relevant papers were identified through SLR. The results were categorized as definitions
obtained, phenomena, challenges and methods/tools identified. From the finding of SLR, an industrial
survey was conducted, which has obtained 93 responses. The challenges that were identified through
literature were validated through survey and are prioritized. Moreover, the study identified additional
challenges that are not discussed in the literature. Additionally, the approaches followed in
organizations while scoping the requirements were identified through the survey.
Conclusions: This study identified that scope creep is the most frequently occurring phenomenon that
organizations are facing throughout the lifecycle of the project. In addition project delays, quality
issues and project cost were identified as the most occurring scoping associated challenges. Moreover,
scoping activity was identified as the continuous activity which changes significantly throughout the
lifecycle. Finally, suggestions were given for improving the scoping process.
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1

INTRODUCTION
Market driven software development (MDSD) has emerged as an important area in
developing the software products [1]. To create a successful software product in the
market driven context, it is always a challenging task for the project management to
handle the continuous inflow of requirements. In this context, scoping has recognized
as a key area in software developing companies which helps in handling the
dynamically changing market situations. It is a process which helps in identifying the
parts of organizations features, domains and products which are economically useful
for systematic reuse in software product line development (SPL) [2]. Scoping is an
organizational wide activity and involves all stakeholders in project management and
product development i.e., project managers, requirement engineers, developers,
architects, customers etc. [3].It helps to resolve uncertainties and doubts in making
decisions which product will become part of the product line, whether to invest into
reuse or not [4]. Scoping in SPL also helps in decreasing the time to market, improve
software quality and enables higher degrees of reuse [5]. It aggregates the domain and
subdomain information and helps to structure against the existing products in a product
line as variable and common features [6].
Beyond SPL, defining the scope which fits the project schedule is mainly a project
management task and risk [7]. Continuously changing requirements create a
congestion state when more requirements arrive that can be handled with existing
resources. This enables dropping features and generated waste [2]. Scope creep is the
phenomenon that occurs due to the uncontrollable expansion of the requirements. It
has negative consequences which sometimes lead to failure of the project [8].
Requirements scarp is a situation occurs when the scope of the project both increases
and decreases [8]. In order to overcome these negative impacts caused due to
requirement volatility, there is a need for research to be carried out on requirements
scoping outside the product line to provide a clear idea to practitioners.
Kulk and Verhoef summarized their work by defining requirement volatility as the
combination of the three forms they suggested namely Requirement creep, scrap and
churn [8]. Wnuk et al. conducted case study and proposed a FSC concept by extending
their work [9] and concluded that the proposed approach can be helpful by limiting the
scope based on the available resources during the initial phase by setting a limited
scope early by using graphs [10]. Bjarnason et al. conducted a case study and listed the
various causes and effects of overscoping [1]. Carter et al. conducted research on
mitigating the negative effects of scope-creep and proposed a model by combining
evolutionary prototyping and risk based strategies [11]. John and Eisenbarth conducted
survey in identifying the research carried out on scoping activity over the years in SPL
discipline and suggested there is a need for a study on the requirements scoping
outside product line so that the practitioners can gain knowledge about scoping outside
product line and helps them in reducing the redundant work [5]. Hence, gap is
identified that there is a need for study on requirements scoping outside product line.
This thesis looks at scoping beyond product line engineering and focuses on
analyzing scoping as a continuous activity that is performed during the projects‘
duration. Going beyond product line scoping and variability analysis, this thesis
focuses on scoping as a way to deal with uncertainty and imprecise estimates that
cause scope fluctuations, scope creep and scrap. Due to the time constraint of the
thesis, the study mainly focus on identifying the available literature and industrial
perspectives on requirements scoping outside product line and does not focus on other
aspects like feature modeling and feature models.
7

A systematic literature review (SLR) was performed to identify the literature on
the requirements scoping outside the product line. Moreover, a survey was conducted
in order to validate the SLR results and to identify the industrial perspective on
requirements scoping outside the product line. Furthermore, requirements scoping
refers to requirements scoping outside the product line in later sections of the report.
The thesis is structured as follows. Section 2 focuses on the related work and
section 3 briefly explains the methodology selection. Next, section 4 deals with SLR
methodology and results, followed by survey methodology and results in section 5.
Section 6 provides overall discussion on the study. The conclusions and future work to
the study were explained in section 7.
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2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1

Background
Software product lines:
Software product line (SPL) development is an emerging paradigm in software
engineering, which enables the organizations for developing a software product from
core assets rather than developing from the scratch [12][13]. It has proven as a most
beneficial approach in developing similar software systems and products in short time,
at low cost and with high quality [14].
The major activity in SPL is core asset development [12]. Core asset developments
deals with the identification and development of commonalities in the system that is
reusable and are considered as core assets [12][13]. For developing the core assets the
product line have to exploit commonalities and manage variability [14]. An example
[12] for developing core assets in product line is: - A customer has asked to
manufacture a freight elevator which is aiming for factory market segment. Even
though the main aim was to develop core assets for a set of freight elevator in factory
market segment, but a clear understanding the elevator domain that includes structures
like passenger elevators improves the flexibility of core assets and helps further
evaluation. Thus identifying the key commonalities and variability in the elevators can
be helpful for different fields like factory sector, passenger sector and home sector etc.
and placing them as core assets helps in reducing the work from scratch. Instead, these
core assets helps in evolving different systems and useful in decreasing developing
time and improving quality.
Scoping in SPL:
Scoping is considered as a planning instrument for introducing a successful
product line [5][15][16]. It is the first and foremost activity at the beginning of the
product line. It helps in removing doubts and uncertainties in deciding which core
assets are to be placed in product line [5]. It is the process of deciding which parts of
the organizations economic reuse is beneficial [15][16]. SPL consists of 3 level of
scoping activities [5]. They are: Product portfolio scoping
 Domain scoping
 Asset scoping
Product portfolio scoping:
It aims at identifying which products are to be included in the product line and the
features the product should provide.
Domain Scoping:
It helps in bounding and identifying the domains (areas of functionality) that are
necessary to be included in the product line for providing a reuse potential.
Asset scoping:
It aims at identifying specific assets for developing a reuse infrastructure.

9

2.2

Related work
Requirements scoping is one of the core function in the context of software release
planning, especially for software product lines [2][17]. Scoping is a key aspect
identified in software product line literature [17][2].
Scoping is also considered as a prominent activity in product and project
management literature [11][8][18][19]. When comes to the related work on scoping,
several studies focused on the product line development [2][17].Most of these studies
identified a phenomenon called scope creep that is defined as uncontrollable expansion
of the defined scope [11][13][15]. Hall et al. [20] considered scope creep is a
phenomenon that is caused by sales staff agreeing unrealistic number of features
without considering the resources and its implications. Scope creep can have negative
consequences on the projects which sometimes may leads to failures [19]. However
Iacovou et al. [19], suggested there a need for study on the effects of the scope creep.
Bjarnason et al. [1] mentioned a phenomenon called overscoping which is defined
as setting the scope of the project that requires more number of resources than that is
available. They have identified six main causes for overscoping and confirmed that it
has negative effects on the projects like wasted effort, quality issues and customer
dissatisfaction [1]. They have presented a visualization technique for addressing the
scope creep and overscoping issues. Wnuk et al. [10] stated scoping is a continuous
activity throughout the life cycle where scope reduction and overscoping are frequent
phenomenon [1].
This study was conducted on scoping outside SPL and focus on project and
product management literature. To the best of the authors knowledge, there was no
study actually looked in requirements scoping outside product line. Moreover, there
are studies that identified challenges occurring due to scope creep and overscoping as
explained in previously. But there is a lack in literature which summarizes the overall
challenges that organizations are facing due to scoping related problems. In addition,
the thesis looks at industrial perspectives of requirements scoping outside product line
which is also lacking in the identified studies.
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3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY SELECTION

3.1

Aim and objectives
The main aim of this research is to identify the state of literature and industrial
practice of requirements scoping outside the product line.
The main objectives are:
O1. Identifying the state of literature of requirements scoping outside product
line and variability analysis.
O2. To explore the industrial practice on requirements scoping.
O3. Suggesting recommendations in improving the scoping process
improvements based on the literature and survey.

3.2

Research questions
RQ1.What is the state of literature in requirements scoping outside product
line and variability analysis literature?
RQ2.What is the industrial practice in requirements scoping?
RQ3.Which requirements scoping process improvements can be suggested
based on the literature and industrial survey results?

3.3

Expected outcomes
The expected outcomes that will be achieved by performing the research are:
E1. Summary of requirements scoping in literature outside product line and
variability analysis.
E2. Summary of how industries do scoping outside product lines and
variability analysis.
E3. Recommendations on how requirements scoping can be improved based
on the results from literature and survey.

3.4

Research methodology
Figure 1 gives an overview of the research design carried for collecting the data
from SLR and survey. The black arrow in the figure indicates the transition of
methodology from SLR to survey.
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Figure 1: Research Design Overview
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3.4.1

Systematic Literature Review (SLR)

It is necessary to notice that the planning of SLR is not dependent on the search
approach [21]. A snowballing search approach is chosen over the database approach
for conducting this research. This section explains the reasons for choosing
snowballing approach over the database approach.
Why the database approach was not chosen?
The important reason for not opting the database search (eg: - SLR) is that it is
difficult in formulating the search string as the terminology used in formulating a good
search string is not standardized. It is troublesome to capture a broader perspective of
the studied phenomena if a good search string is not used and then there might be a
good chance of encountering many numbers of irrelevant papers. This may direct to
unnecessary effort [21][22].The search strategy in database search requires general
manual work and also an error-prone [21]. Some of the challenges by using the
database approach are there is no standardized ways in developing the search string,
difficulty in selection of databases, having different database interfaces, different
search confinements in the databases and identifying synonyms for the terms utilized
which may mislead the literature that are relevant [21][23]. Wohlin [23], explained the
difficulty with inconsistent terminology by demonstrating with an example. The results
of an example identified that a couple of relevant papers were not encountered while
utilizing database approach where as they discovered those papers while using
snowballing approach [23].
Therefore, SLR using snowballing approach is selected as the primary research
method over SLR using database search approach.

3.4.2

Snowballing as search approach

Several researchers stretched the usefulness of systematic approaches that helps
for building knowledge from literature such as synthesizing of concepts by Hayes [24]
and Miller [25], evidence based software engineering by Kitchenham [26] and
researches on information systems by Webster and Watson [27]. Wohlin [23], stated
that snowballing is useful as a searching approach for systematic literature studies in
software engineering by complementing the guidelines give for systematic literature
previously. The approach is suggestible as it takes less time, less noise and is easy to
use when compared to database approach [21]. Wohlin has suggested snowballing as
understandable and easy approach to conduct the research for novice researchers.
Snowballing can also be considered as an approach which uses the references and
citations for identification of list of studies to conduct the research[21]. The guidelines
for snowballing approach for conducting the literature review are introduced by
Wohlin [21]. These benefits in terms of efficiency indicate that snowballing approach
can be preferable to conduct the research for this study when compared to database
search approach.

3.4.3

Why Google scholar was not considered for identifying the start
set?

Wohlin suggested Google scholar for identifying the start set which is the most
important step in snowballing approach [21]. It was stated that to avoid the situation of
publication bias Google scholar could be used. But in many circumstances, a large
amount of unwanted and irrelevant results were identified as Google scholar lacks in
choosing the necessary scope for the research. In some cases, it lacks in providing
certainty with respect to the quality of results and maintenance of most of the records
13

[28]. Although it may be easier for the senior researchers or experts in specific field to
identify the start set using Google scholar but it is very difficult task when comes to
novice researcher. The results in an experiment for identifying the actual start set are
far from perfect from the identified tentative start set which ended in finding the same
author for all the papers [21]. In order to mitigate the negative effects of using Google
scholar to identify the start set an alternative database is used which will be explained
in section 3.4.4.
Moreover, the experimentation results of Wohlin [21] showed that snowballing
approach as efficient when compared to the database search approach. This helped in
choosing the snowballing approach for conducting SLR with an alternative database.

3.4.4

Why engineering village was preferred in identifying the start set
over Google scholar?

Engineering village is the database opted for identifying the start set for the study.
Kinsley and Kinsley identified engineering village is an ideal database for the
initiating software engineering research when compared to other database [28]. As
Google scholar has many disadvantages as explained above and it is difficult for the
novice researcher to restrict the search within the scope of the study [28]. Thus,
engineering village is chosen as the database for identifying the start set which is
considered as a most useful search engine to find the relevant articles within the scope
of the study.

3.5

Survey
In order to validate the identified data from the SLR and to find the industrial
practice of requirements scoping activity, a survey was selected as the research
method. A survey provides quantitative description of opinions, attitudes or the trends
by collecting data from large sample of population. A web questionnaire was used for
collecting the data which reduces the time and effort in analyzing the data [29].
An industrial survey was chosen for this study as it is a suitable method for
collecting the responses from the participants all over the world and to generalize the
data from a sample of large population [29]. Also capturing the results of the survey is
time saving, easy and low cost which intern helps in faster completion of analysis of
the results.
A case study can be considered as an alternative method. Case studies are useful
for providing rich description of data but the obtained data has limited aspects of
generalizability [30]. Case studies can be considered as a best method for exploring or
identifying insight of a single situation or a challenge or a particular situation. The
results that are analyzed from case study are hindrance for generalization as they focus
on more specific or particular setting or case [30]. However, this study focus on
finding the generalizable results about industrial practices of requirements scoping
activity so due to limitation of generalizable results case study was not chosen for the
study. A survey helps in a better way in this regards as it focus on gathering the data
from large sample of population.
Interviews are considered as another alternative method for the study, which is
useful for collecting industrial data [30]. However, conducting the interview study is
more time consuming than a survey and it is difficult to cover a large population.
Moreover, conducting interviews to cover all aspects of the study can demand a time
frame of 90-120 minutes which intern decreases the sample of participants. A survey
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helps in a better way in this regards as it focus on gathering the data from large sample
of population.
The survey was performed by developing a questionnaire and posted it in research
groups such as project management, requirements and software development forms.
The analysis of the survey is also very easy as the data entered by the participants is
collected using spread sheets.

3.6

Data analysis

3.6.1

Narrative analysis

Narrative analysis was used to subjectively analyze the data from the literature.
Cruzes et al[31] indicated that narrative analysis can be helpful in analyzing the
information gathered from systematic reviews. Narrative analysis approach consists a
unique characteristic in selecting and including the summary of the results of studies in
a systematic and synthetic process [31]. It not only helps in finding the reviews but
also can be utilized in the ordering, selection, determination and reporting the data
extracted from literature. It is an approach which helps in explaining the data obtained
from the literature in a ‗tell the story‘ way [31]. This approach helps in analyzing and
extracting data in a very easy way and helps in categorizing the results of the literature.

3.6.2

Statistical analysis

The survey results were analyzed by using statistical analysis. Statistical analysis
was mainly carried by using variables from the survey[32]. Likert scale, Friedman test
and chi-square tests were conducted for analyzing the results.
3.6.2.1

Likert scale
Likert scale is considered as one of the most commonly utilized scale for the
survey. For measuring the level of agreement in the surveys likert scale is used
(example: most occurred, seldom, never etc.) [33]. Both interval and ordinal scales
were used for the study to analyze the results.
Descriptive analysis was utilized for analyzing the data. The descriptive analysis
was assessed by using parameters like median, mean, variance and standard deviation
[33]. Most of the researchers stated that arithmetic mean is the method suitable for
analyzing the likert scale data [33].

3.6.2.2

Chi-square test of significance
Chi-square teat helps in finding significance among two variables and is
―essentially concerned with the difference between the frequencies that are obtained
from the sample survey and those that could be expected to be obtained if there were
no difference among the categories of variables‖ [32]. The credibility of the sample
will be identified by the expected and obtained values. Rea parker [32] suggestions
were considered for conducting the chi-square test.
Null and alternative hypothesis are the two assumptions considered for chi-square
test. Null hypothesis assumption states that there is no difference among the two
variables whereas alternative hypothesis states that there is a significant difference
among the variable.
The formula for calculating chi-square,
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Where, Oi = Observed values, Ei = Expected values
The degree of freedom is as follows,
𝑑𝑓= (𝑐−1)(𝑟−1),
Where, 𝑑𝑓 = degree of freedom,
𝑐 = number of categories in column variable,
𝑟 = number of categories in row variable.
The obtained chi-square will be compared with critical chi-square values. If the
obtained value is less than the critical value then the null hypothesis is rejected.
Otherwise, the obtained value is more than critical value than the alternative
hypothesis is accepted. The chi-square values for validation that are considered for the
study are ―The expected frequencies for each category should be at least 1‖, and ―no
more than 20% of the categories should have expected frequencies of less than 5‖ [32].
3.6.2.3

Friedman test
Descriptive statistics was performed by using Friedman test for testing the
variances between the phenomena and the challenges associated with scoping [34].
Friedman test was conducted to identify the significant relationship between the
obtained results from the survey [35]. It helps in identifying the level of occurrence of
the data by calculating the mean ranks.

3.6.2.4

Cramer’s V and PHI:
Cramer‘s V measures help in identifying the associative relationships among two
variables [32]. The relationship based on V value and association is listed in the Table
1.

Table 1: Relationship based on Cramers’s V
Measure
.00 and under .10
.10 and under .20
.20 and under .40
.40 and under .60
.60 and under .80
.80 to 1.00

Interpretation
Negligible association
Weak association
Moderate association
Relatively strong association
Strong association
Very strong association

Cramer‘s V value is calculated as,

Where,

= Chi-square value

n = Sample size,
M = minimum number of rows and columns
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4

SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW

4.1

Snowballing procedure
The systematic literature review was conducted by using snowballing procedure
based on the guidelines given by Wohlin [21].It involves two stages 1)identifying the
start set 2)performing iterations by conducting backward and forward snowballing.

4.1.1

Identifying the start set

In this stage, the keywords that are necessary and a search strategy is formulated to
identify the set of papers for snowballing procedure. Any related papers that are
identified are included in the tentative start set [21]. The final start set was identified
by thoroughly checking the studies in tentative start set. Wohlin [21] suggested a good
start should possess the following characteristics.






Studies published from different publishers, authors, communities and
years.
The size or number of papers in the start set depends on the broadness of
the area of the study being covered.
A start set is identified by formulating the keywords for the research
questions and the synonyms of the keywords should be taken in to
account. This strategy helps in mitigating the risk of capturing only a
specific terminology.
Considering the number of relevant studies and articles that are highly
cited is an alternative method for identifying a good start set.

Figure 2: Start set Identification
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Search strategy, database selection and applying inclusion/exclusion criteria
To identify the start set some keywords are formulated from the research
questions. The study mainly focuses on the requirements scoping literature outside the
product line. Therefore, we formulated the keywords ―Scoping‖, ―Requirements
scoping‖ and ―Requirements AND Scoping‖. We used Engineering village database
for identifying the start set and the reasons for choosing engineering village is
explained in section 3.4. As identifying a good start set is very important step in
snowballing procedure, a three phase search strategy is used along with applying
inclusion/exclusion criteria.
The inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied on the identified results to
choose a good start set. The criteria helped well in directing the author to reduce the
large amount of results and focus on identifying a good start set. The inclusion and
exclusion criteria used for the study are detailed in Table 2.

Table 2: Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Inclusion criteria
IC1.

Language of the studies must
be English

IC2.

Full text of the studies must be
available

Exclusion criteria
EC1. Excluding all duplicates
EC2. Excluding all gray literature

IC3.
IC4.

The title of the studies must
contain the keyword ―Scoping‖

EC3. The studies that available in
other languages except English
EC4. The studies that are related to
product line

Studies must be peer reviewed
Strategy 1
 Searched using ―Scoping‖ as search string:59239 results
 Filtered the results by selecting software engineering techniques in the
classification code: 1657 results.
 Searched manually for ―scoping‖ in the title and applying
inclusion/exclusion criteria: 15 results.
Strategy 2
 Searched Using ―Scoping‖ as search string: 59239 results
 Filtered the results by selecting project management in the controlled
variable: 728 results.
 Searched manually for ―scoping‖ in the title and applying
inclusion/exclusion criteria: 7 results.
Strategy 3
 Searched Using ― Requirements scoping‖ (same as ―Requirement AND
Scoping‖ )as search string: 10095 results
 Searched manually for ―scoping‖ in the title and applying
inclusion/exclusion criteria: 20 results.
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Figure 3: Identifying tentative Start set
Tentative start set
Caution was taken for excluding the duplicate studies of the authors by carefully
following the characteristics of a good start set suggested by Wohlin [21]. The reason
is due to the authors citing their work in particular field is obvious and they can be
obtained through snowballing. After identifying the results from each of the search
strategy, they are placed in the tentative start set. 42 studies were placed in the
tentative start set. Among these 18 studies turned out to be duplicates and 24 studies
were identified as tentative candidates for the start set.
Finalizing the start set
If there are any studies that were not decided to include in the final start set by
looking at the title and abstract, the author went through the full text of the study and
made decision. After reading the full text of the candidates in the tentative start set
only 6 studies were identified as most relevant to the study. Maintaining diversity is
the key and important issue in identifying the start set. Therefore, after went through
the full text the studies that has more number of references and citations are preferred
over the studies that has less. This helps in attaining the possibility of covering more
number of relevant studies [21].

4.1.2

Backward and forward snowballing in iterations

For the identified start set, four backward and forward snowballing iterations were
performed as shown in the Figure 4. Backward snowballing was performed by
checking each reference and citations of every paper in each iteration. During the
forward snowballing procedure Google scholar was used to identify the citations for
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each paper. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were used in all the iterations of
snowballing. According to the guidelines given by Wohlin [21], the papers that are
relevant based on the publications, years or the area of research are to be included in
snowballing procedure. Therefore after understanding the data from start set the
studies that were relevant according to the identified data were included in the
snowballing and placed in the final set of studies for the research. This can be
considered as another inclusion criteria and IC3 is not considered as essential criteria
after finding start set to fully cover the relevant area of the research. The final set of
relevant papers at the end of each iteration was examined by the supervisor and the
iterations were performed until no new study was identified.

Figure 4: Snowballing Procedure
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4.1.3

Data extraction and synthesis

A spreadsheet was used to extract the data and is mapped to the research
questions. As RQ1 is only primary question that focus on the data from SLR, therefore
the following properties are used to extract the data. This helps in identifying the
various aspects of data from requirements scoping activity outside product line.

Table 3: Data Extraction properties mapping to RQ
Category
General information
Study type

Research method

Research problems
Outcomes

4.1.4

Properties
Author, Abstract, title and
year of publication
Validation
research,
evaluation
research,
solutions proposal, tool
proposal , opinions
Case study
Framework
Experiment
Survey
Related to requirements
scoping activity outside
product line
Challenges
Tools
Techniques
Methods

RQ mapping
RQ1
RQ1

RQ1

RQ1
RQ1

Quality assessment through rigor and relevance

In order to check the trustworthiness of the identified set of papers, quality
assessment based on rigor and relevance was conducted. We used checklist based on
the guidelines given by Ivarsson et al. [36] to conduct the quality assessment. The
checklists utilized for performing rigor and relevance by Ivarsson et al. [36]is
explained below.
Rigor
Context (C):
 Strong description: The description of context comparable to what extent
of other setting [36]. This includes the subject type (professionals,
researcher, graduate and undergraduate), development of methodology,
development experience and the observing duration. If the entire explained
factors are highlighted then the C value is evaluated as 1.
 Medium description: If any of the factors mentioned above are missing
then the evaluated C value is 0.5.
 Weak description: If the study provides no description of context then
evaluated C value is 0.
Design (D):
 Strong description: The research design is explained in such a way that it
is transparent and understandable to the readers in a detailed manner [36].
In particularly, if the study explains the measurement criteria, sampling,
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number of subjects and the outcome variables then the value of D is
evaluated as 1.
Medium description: If any of the factors mentioned above are missing
that are related to design and data collection then the evaluated D value is
0.5.
Weak description: If the study provides no description of design then
evaluated D value is 0.

Validity threats (V):
 Strong description: The description of different types of validity (i.e.
external, internal, conclusion and construction validity) is given then the
evaluated value of V is 1.
 Medium description: If any of the factors mentioned above are missing
then the evaluated V value is 0.5.
 Weak description: If the study provides no description of validity threats
then evaluated V value is 0.
Relevance
Users/Subjects (U):
 Contribute to relevance: The subjects that are used for the study are from
industry (experts/professionals) then the value of U is evaluated as 1.
 Does not contribute to relevance: If the subjects used for the study are
students or the description of subjects are missing then U is evaluated as 0.
Context (C):
 Contribute to relevance: If the research of the study is carried out in
industrial setting then the value of C is evaluated as 1.
 Does not contribute to relevance: If the research of the study is carried out
in artificial setting (example: labs) then the value of C is evaluated as 0.
Scale (S):
 Contribute to relevance: If the research of the study is carried using
industrial size application then value of S is evaluated as 1.
 Does not contribute to relevance: If the research of the study is carried
using toy examples or down-scaled values then the value of S is evaluated
as 0.
Research methodology (RM):
 Contribute to relevance: If the research of the study is carried out by using
research methodology to scrutinize real world situations and contexts
(such as case study, interviews, surveys, action study and experiments
investigating industrial situations) then the value of RM is evaluated as 1.


Does not contribute to relevance: If the research of the study is carried as
lab experiments or the information about research method is missing then
the value of RM is evaluated as 0.

4.1.5 SLR validity threats
This section highlights the threats to validity associated with SLR and explains the
measures taken to reduce the impacts on the study.
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Internal validity
The key idea behind performing a systematic literature review was to capture a
broader range of literature as much as possible without having any bias. Since the
selection of the studies was performed by the author, the major challenge is with the
internal validity. In order to mitigate this selection bias, the author took help from the
supervisor in reviewing the studies found. To reduce the impact of internal validity, the
author strictly followed the SLR based on snowballing guidelines [21] and quality
assessment criteria [36] for the study.
Construct validity
Construct validity refers to the availability of the confounding factors and whether
the study captured the intended objectives and aims. One of the main important
concerns in the study is that it focuses on explaining the state of literature about
requirements scoping outside the software product line literature. In order to minimize
the impact of construct validity threat the guidelines from Wohlin [21] were followed
for identifying a good start set. Moreover, supervisor reviewed the studies to reduce
irrelevant studies.
External validity
External validity refers to capability of generalizing the different situations,
settings and groups. Majority of the identified studies fell under case study and
method proposing categories with high relevance and rigor scores. Moreover, these
studies conducted their research in industrial context which can be considerable for
generalizing the results.
Reliability
Reliability refers to what extent the analysis and data of a specific researcher can
be dependent. For enhancing the reliability of the study, the author performed a three
stage strategy to identify the start set. This is because if a single search strategy is
followed then there is a risk of missing some important studies. Furthermore, forward
and backward snowballing procedure was performed to identify the relevant studies
without bias. Moreover, these identified studies from start set and snowballing
iterations were reviewed by the supervisor to improve the reliability of the study.
Data extraction properties were used to analyze the data in a systematic process.
Quality assessment criteria using rigor and relevance [36] were performed to check the
trustworthiness of the identified studies.

4.2

Results and analysis of SLR

4.2.1

Results
23 papers were identified for the study from all the snowballing iterations.

4.2.1.1

Start set
Identification of start set is carried in two phases. In the first phase, the tentative
start set based on the inclusion/exclusion criteria is identified. In the second phase,
after reading the abstract and text of the identified tentative start set the final candidate
start set is identified.
Tentative start set:
A total of 42 studies are placed in the tentative start set. Among these 18 studies
are turned out to be duplicates. Finally, a total of 24 studies are identified as tentative
candidates for the start set.
Final start set:
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In this phase from the identified tentative start set, 6 papers are considered for the
final candidate start set after reading the abstract and whole text of the papers. The 6
candidates are given a symbol (C) to indicate that they are included in the study. The 6
candidates of the final start set are detailed in the Table 4.

Table 4: Start set
ID
C1

Papers
Bjarnason, Elizabeth, Krzysztof Wnuk, and Björn Regnell. "Are you biting off
more than you can chew? A case study on causes and effects of overscoping in
large-scale software engineering." Information and Software Technology 54,
no. 10 (2012): 1107-1124.
Li, Feng, Hao Chen, Yabin Dang, Xin Zhou, ShaoChun Li, and Xinyu Zhao.
"Graph-based constraints analysis approach for project scoping." In Service
Operations and Logistics, and Informatics (SOLI), 2014 IEEE International
Conference on, pp. 394-399. IEEE, 2014.
Wnuk, Krzysztof, David Callele, and Björn Regnell. "Guiding requirements
scoping using ROI: towards agility, openness and waste reduction." In
Requirements Engineering Conference (RE), 2010 18th IEEE International,
pp. 409-410. IEEE, 2010.
Buschmann, Frank. "Learning from failure, part 1: Scoping and requirements
woes." Software, IEEE 26, no. 6 (2009): 68-69.
Bjarnason, Elizabeth, Krzysztof Wnuk, and Björn Regnell. "Overscoping:
Reasons and consequences—A case study on decision making in software
product management." In Software Product Management (IWSPM), 2010
Fourth International Workshop on, pp. 30-39. IEEE, 2010.
Hu, Jie, Ye Yang, Qing Wang, Guenther Ruhe, and Haitao Wang. "Valuebased portfolio scoping: an industrial case study." In Proceedings of the Third
International Workshop on Product LinE Approaches in Software
Engineering, pp. 45-48. IEEE Press, 2012.

C2

C3

C4
C5

C6

4.2.1.2

First iteration
Backward and forward snowballing is performed on the identified start set. Six
papers were identified in this iteration of snowballing.

4.2.1.2.1 Backward snowballing
A total of 141 references were evaluated during backward snowballing of the start
set. Of the 141 references, 94 papers were removed based on the title, 42 were
removed after looking the abstract and 1 duplicate is identified and removed. 4 papers
that were relevant to the study are identified in the backward snowballing of the first
iteration. These four papers were labeled by symbols (C7, C8, C9 and C10) and were
considered in the next iteration.
4.2.1.2.2 Forward snowballing
A total of 60 papers were evaluated during forward snowballing of the start set by
checking the citations. Checking these papers thoroughly 37 papers were removed
after looking at the title, 18 were removed after reading the abstract and 3 duplicates
were removed. 2 papers that are relevant to the study were identified. These two
papers were labeled by symbols (C11 and C12) and were considered in the next
iteration.

Table 5: First iteration results
ID
C7

Papers
Wnuk, Krzysztof, Björn Regnell, and Lena Karlsson. "What happened to our
features? Visualization and understanding of scope change dynamics in a
large-scale industrial setting." In Requirements Engineering Conference,
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C8

C9

C10
C11

C12

2009. RE'09. 17th IEEE International, pp. 89-98. IEEE, 2009.
Berry, Daniel M., Krzysztof Czarnecki, Michał Antkiewicz, and Mohamed
AbdElRazik. "Requirements determination is unstoppable: an experience
report." In Requirements Engineering Conference (RE), 2010 18th IEEE
International, pp. 311-316. IEEE, 2010.
Carter, Ryan, Annie Antón, Aldo Dagnino, and Laurie Williams. "Evolving
beyond requirements creep: a risk-based evolutionary prototyping model." In
Requirements Engineering, 2001. Proceedings. Fifth IEEE International
Symposium on, pp. 94-101. IEEE, 2001.
Wohlin, Claes, and Aybüke Aurum. "What is important when deciding to
include a software requirement in a project or release?." In Empirical Software
Engineering, 2005. 2005 International Symposium on, pp. 10-pp. IEEE, 2005.
Shmueli, Ofira, Nava Pliskin, and Lior Fink. "The Planning Fallacy as an
Explanation for Over-Requirement in Software Development." In 8th PreICIS International Research Workshop on Information Technology Project
Management (IRWITPM 2013), p. 100. 2013.
Neetu Kumari, Sethia, and Anitha S. Pillai. "A study on project scope as a
requirements elicitation issue." In Computing for Sustainable Global
Development (INDIACom), 2014 International Conference on, pp. 510-514.
IEEE, 2014.

4.2.1.3

Second iteration
After performing the forward and backward snowballing on the papers identified
in the first iteration, seven papers were identified in this iteration.

4.2.1.3.1 Backward snowballing
From the identified papers in the first iteration, 146 references were evaluated.
After checking thoroughly the title 96 papers that were not relevant to the study are
ignored. 45 papers were removed by reading the abstract and ignoring 2 duplicates, 3
papers that are relevant to the study were identified. Labeling was given to the papers
(such as C13, C14 and C15) and was considered for further iterations.
4.2.1.3.2 Forward snowballing
A total of 145 citations were evaluated during the forward snowballing. 102
citations were ignored by checking the title and 35 were removed after reading the
abstract. After ignoring four duplicates, 4 papers were identified which are useful for
the study. These papers were labeled (as C16, C17, C18 and C19) and were considered
in next iteration.

Table 6: Second iteration results
ID
C13

C14
C15

Papers
Wnuk, Krzysztof, Björn Regnell, and Brian Berenbach. "Scaling up
requirements engineering–exploring the challenges of increasing size and
complexity in market-driven software development." In Requirements
Engineering: Foundation for Software Quality, pp. 54-59. Springer Berlin
Heidelberg, 2011.
Elliott, Bill. "Anything is possible: Managing feature creep in an innovation
rich environment." In Engineering Management Conference, 2007 IEEE
International, pp. 304-307. IEEE, 2007.
Wnuk, Krzysztof, Björn Regnell, and Lena Karlsson. "Visualization of feature
survival in platform-based embedded systems development for improved
understanding of scope dynamics." In Requirements Engineering
Visualization, 2008. REV'08., pp. 41-50. IEEE, 2008.
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C16

C17

C18

C19

Wnuk, Krzysztof, Tony Gorschek, David Callele, Even-Andre Karlsson,
Bjorn Regnell, and Eskil Ahlin. "Supporting Scope Tracking and
Visualization for Very Large-scale Requirements Engineering-Utilizing
FSC+, Decision Patterns, and Atomic Decision Visualizations."
Pühl, Stefan, and Ralf Fahney. "How to assign cost to ―avoidable
requirements creep‖: A step towards the waterfall's agilization." In
Requirements Engineering Conference (RE), 2011 19th IEEE International,
pp. 307-312. IEEE, 2011.
Wnuk, Krzysztof, David Callele, Even-Andre Karlsson, and Björn Regnell.
"Controlling Lost Opportunity Costs in Agile Development–The Basic Lost
Opportunity Estimation Model for Requirements Scoping." In Software
Business, pp. 255-260. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2012.
Wnuk, Krzysztof, and David Callele. "Requirements Scoping Visualization
for Project Management." In Software Business, pp. 168-180. Springer Berlin
Heidelberg, 2011.

4.2.1.4

Third iteration
In this iteration, two papers relevant to the study were selected after performing
forward and backward snowballing for the papers identified in the second iteration.

4.2.1.4.1 Backward snowballing
A total of 171 references were evaluated during the backward snowballing. 111
papers were ignored after checking the title and 56 were removed by reading the
abstracts of the papers. After removing 3 duplicates, only one paper that is relevant to
the study was identified. This paper was labeled (as C20) and was considered for the
next iteration.
4.2.1.4.2 Forward snowballing
During forward snowballing 49 citations were evaluated. Among this, only one
paper that is relevant to the study was identified after removing 30 citations based on
the title, 13 based on the abstract and removing 5 duplicates that were found. This
paper was labeled (as C21) and was considered for the next iteration.

Table 7: Third iteration results
ID
C20

C21

Papers
Regnell, Björn, Lena Karlsson, and Martin Höst. "An analytical model for
requirements selection quality evaluation in product software development."
In Requirements Engineering Conference, 2003. Proceedings. 11th IEEE
International, pp. 254-263. IEEE, 2003.
Nobelius, Dennis. "Empowering project scope decisions: introducing R&D
content graphs." R&D Management 31, no. 3 (2001): 265-274.

4.2.1.5

Fourth iteration
Two papers were identified in this iteration after performing forward and
backward snowballing on the papers identified in the third iteration.

4.2.1.5.1 Backward snowballing
A total of 34 references were evaluated. Among these references, no papers were
found relevant to the study after removing 26 references based on the title and 8 after
reading abstract.
4.2.1.5.2 Forward snowballing
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During the forward snowballing 61citations were evaluated. Among these 39 were
removed by checking the title, 18 were removed by reading the abstract and 2
duplicates were ignored. Two papers relevant to the study were identified in the
forward snowballing. These papers were labeled (as C22 and C23) and were
considered for the next iteration.

Table 8: Fourth iteration results
ID
C22

C23

Papers
Khurum, Mahvish, Niroopa Uppalapati, and Ramya Chowdary
Veeramachaneni. "Software requirements triage and selection: state-of-the-art
and state-of-practice." In Software Engineering Conference (APSEC), 2012
19th Asia-Pacific, vol. 1, pp. 416-421. IEEE, 2012.
Aaramaa, Sanja, Tuomo Kinnunen, Jari Lehto, and Nebojša Taušan.
"Managing Constant Flow of Requirements: Screening Challenges in Very
Large-Scale Requirements Engineering." In Product-Focused Software
Process Improvement, pp. 123-137. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2013.

Finally, no relevant papers were identified after performing the backward and
forward snowballing on the papers identified in the fourth iteration. Hence, four
iterations of snowballing were performed for this study.

4.2.2

Distribution of studies related to Scoping over the years

23 studies were identified that are relevant to the study during the snowballing.
The distribution of the studies based on their year of publication can be seen in Figure
6. Although the study on scoping started in 2001 but from the Figure 6, we can say the
growing pace of the studies on scoping outside the product line started from 2008 and
a maximum annual rate of 5 studies were published in 2012.

Figure 5: Categorization based on research methodology
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Figure 6: Distribution of publications over the years

4.2.3

Categorization of the studies based on research methodology

The studies that were identified are categorized in to research method (RM) they
followed and the study dimensions. In the Figure 5, the horizontal axis represents RM
as defined by Runeson et al. [37] and the vertical axis represents studies classification
which is defined by Wieringa et al. [38].
10 studies (C1, C2, C5, C8, C9, C11, C13, 18, C20, C23) were considered as
validation research, 6 studies (C3, C7, C10, C15, C16, C19) were categorized under
evaluation research and two studies (C6, C21) proposed graph based scoping
approaches to manage requirements.
Validation by proposing a method/tool/approach dominates among the identified
papers. Four studies were grouped under validation using case study category. Three
studies are classified under evaluation using case study. Two studies of each classified
as proposal using case study and evaluation by proposing a method/approach/tool. One
study conducted experiment on identifying challenges during over-requirement
phenomenon and validated using undergraduate students. Finally, survey-evaluation
received only one study.
The much higher number of studies falls in proposal studies and case studies
shows that it is hard to conduct experiments in the context of requirements scoping as
it is a continuous activity throughout the lifecycle. So, conducting experiments is very
time demanding and costly. Moreover, there is only one study which used survey as
the research method which indicates that there is a need for more surveys in the
context of requirements scoping.

4.2.4

Quality assessment based on rigor and relevance

12 studies (C1, C5, C6, C7, C10, C13, C15, C16, C19, C20, C21 and C23) are
considered as having high rigor and relevance which can be seen in area A of the
Figure 7 and the results from these are the most trustworthy. 5 studies (C2, C3, C8, C9
and C18) are considered as having high relevance but low rigor as shown in area B of
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the Figure 7. From the remaining, 3 studies are considered as high rigor and low
relevance which can be seen in the area D of the Figure 7. Only one study (C4) falls in
the category of low rigor and low relevance. The rigor and relevance scores are listed
in the Appendix B.
Evaluation of relevance and rigor scores to the identified studies corresponds to
the usage of rubrics based evaluation [36]. These evaluated rubrics help in assessing
the reliability in the form of inter-rater agreements among the researchers. From the
assessment the studies based on case study and tool/method/approach proposal are
most relevant to the study as the rigor and relevance score of these studies are high. It
is important to note that the study used experiment as research method was categorized
as less relevant, one of the reasons may be it is not performed under industrial
condition and the subjects used are undergraduate studies. Moreover, the remaining
studies that are categorized as less relevant because they are opinion reports and they
are based on the experiences of the authors. Most of the studies that are high rigor
relevance discussed about the challenges faced while requirements scoping, some
phenomena while scoping the requirements that are most relevant to the study.

Figure 7: Categorization of primary studies based on Rigor and Relevance

4.2.5

State of research in scoping outside the product lines and
variability analysis literature

After extracting the data from the identified papers, they are analyzed by
categorizing them in to the following categories as show in the Figure 8. The number
of papers speaking about a particular category can be observed from the Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Categorization of identified results
4.2.5.1 Definitions
This section lists the various definitions of scoping identified from the papers. 9
papers out of 23 explained the definition of scoping in their perspective. Most of the
papers explained scoping as a key activity in MDRE perspective which helps the
company to attain economic benefits.
Bjarnson et al. [39] C5, defined scoping as the process of selecting which
requirements/features are to be included in to the next release of the software product.
They also stated that scoping is a continuous task which changes significantly
throughout the entire lifecycle of the software project. Scoping in market driven cases
when managed effectively can give high amount of economic benefits. They also
mentioned that scoping is a continuous activity in market driven perspective in their
later work in [1].Bunchmann [40] C4, stated that scoping is an activity that sets the
boundaries for the requirements and helps in deciding what‘s in and what‘s out among
the several requirements to be included in the scope of the project.
Wnuk et al. [10] C7 and Wohlin and Aurum [41] C10 defined scoping is a process
of selecting a subset of requirements for implementing in the forthcoming projects and
hence postponing the implementation of remaining requirements at the later point.
They mentioned it is a key activity in requirement management and also in decision
making during the early phases of software projects. Wnuk and Callele [42] C19 stated
that scoping is considered as a key activity in product management which helps in
attaining economic benefits in product development.
Kumari and Pillai [43] C12, stated that scoping is a key activity which helps to
define the scope of the project that provides exact description of the functions and
features that are needed to be developed in order to meet system objectives and there
by reaching the expectations of the customers. They also mentioned scoping is an
activity which helps in selecting what functions and features needed to be
implemented in the product.
Nobelius [44] C21, defined scoping process by re-defining the project scope as the
involvement of the subsystems and its related internal coordination, development and
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integration effort that are included in a particular project. Finally, Li et al. [45] C2
stated scoping is a process for defining the scope of the project whenever a bunch of
change requests occurred while considering the constraints between the requirements
that are actually needed for the system.
Most of the papers stated that scoping is a continuous activity throughout the
lifecycle. The generalized term that all the definitions are stating is requirements
scoping. The definitions give an idea that it is an important activity which has direct
influence on the overall development process. If the scope is managed effectively it
has very positive influences on the overall cost and quality of the product. Thus, a
generalized definition from the papers is ―Requirements scoping is a foremost and key
activity in a software project which decides the particular requirements to be taken
place for developing a specified product‖.
4.2.5.2 Phenomena
Scoping is one of the project management risks and it is one of the challenging
parts of Requirement Engineering (RE). Requirements scoping is considered as a core
function in the context of release planning of software projects [46] C16. Various
phenomena of scoping are identified from the papers. These various phenomena
during scoping are listed in Table 9.

Table 9: Identified phenomena from the papers
Phenomenon

Papers

Overscoping

C1 and C5

Scope creep
.
Over-Requirement

C1,C8,C9,C14,C16 and C17
C11

Overscoping:
Bjarnason et al. C1 defined overscoping is a phenomenon caused when setting the
scope of the project that requires more number of resources than that is available. In
their another work, Bjarnason et al. C5 stated overscoping is phenomenon occurred
when including the more number of functionalities in to the scope of the project than
that can be implemented.
Bjarnason et al. C1 conducted a case study to identify the several causes and root
causes for the overscoping by complementing their study in C5. Causes for
overscoping are listed in the Table 10.

Table 10: Causes of overscoping
Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Causes for overscoping
Continuous inflow of requirements from multiple channels
No overview of number of software resources available
Low involvement of development team in early phases of life cycle
No agreement of requirements with development team
Specification of requirements produced upfront
Unclear vision of the goals to accomplish
Weak process adherence
Management dictates the scope and deadline
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From their results, C1 stated that they identified a situation where overscoping
may also lead to more overscoping which may end up in a vicious life cycle.
As listed above there are many causes for overscoping phenomenon. These causes
for the overscoping are due to the issues related to organization structure, culture and
communication. On an important note, overscoping can have negative effects on the
overall projects, which may be caused due to fast-changing market driven domain that
can cause a situation of unmanageable inflow of requirements. Thus, overscoping is a
negative phenomenon which is caused when accepting more number of requirements
than the available resources.
Scope creep:
Scope creep is considered as one of the risks during requirement phase and is
considered as a serious risk in software projects. Wnuk and Callele [42] C19, defined
scope creep is a phenomenon which refer to significant modification or addition of
requirements throughout the lifecycle of the project which resulting in extension of
project scope which sometimes leads to overscoping. Bjarnason et al. C1 stated the
phenomenon where scope that is increased by the developers is termed as scope creep.
It is highlighted as one of the serious project risk. Berry et al. [47] C8, referred scope
creep as a phenomenon where new requirements occurred which are not determinable
from what is already existing.
Elliott [48] C14, stated scope creep is a phenomenon which causes the changes in
the features of scope of the project. Scope creep is also known as requirement creep,
mission creep or featuritis. One of the reasons for requirement creep is identifying the
features that are necessary to be included after the requirement definition phase when
the development phase has already started. Wnuk et al. [46] C16, mentioned scope
creep is a phenomenon which is defined as the uncontrollable expansion of the scope
that is decided initially. It is one of the challenges to project management that has a
negative impact on the scoping of the projects. It may be caused due to the sales staff
agreeing the large number of unrealistic features without checking the available
resources and the deadline of the project delivery.
Berry et al. C8 and Fahney and Puhl [49] C17 two types of scope creep or feature
creep were identified. They are avoidable creep and unavoidable creep.
Avoidable creep:It is a creep occurred due to ending the RE effort too early which means stopping
the RE effort before necessary requirements are specified C17. Saving the cost during
the requirements gathering (without proper completion of the stage) by the
management is an example of avoidable creep. Berry et al. C8 stated that requirements
that are discovered by the programmers fall under this category. Avoidable creep is
also known as apparent creep.
Unavoidable creep:It is a creep occurred due to not knowing what exactly the system of the software
is supposed to do C17. Management working on the new technologies where all the
requirements are known in prior is an example of unavoidable creep. Berry et al. C8
mentioned iterative and prototyping developments deal with this type of creep. It is
called unavoidable because any amount of RE is not clear to find the requirements that
are unknown. Unavoidable creep is also known as true creep.
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Elliott [48] C14, discussed methods to overcome the negative effects of scope
creep. The methods are listed in the Table 11.

Table 11: Methods to overcome creep
Id

Method to overcome creep

1

Teaching the nature of creep to the organization

2

Rapid development, prototyping and iterative development

3

Implementing Requirement review process

4

Designing and developing the flow of process which can handle late
change
Adapting minimum cost per feature change

5

Over-Requirement:
Over-requirement is a phenomenon occurs when the features or services are overspecified beyond the actual requirements needed during scoping of the project. The
over-requirement phenomenon occurs due to planning fallacy. Planning fallacy is
referred as the tendency of the people to underestimate the time required for
completing a particular task even though they have the experience of over-runs in
similar situations. Over-requirement situation occurs when planning more features
within a scope of the project than that is completed within the deadline.
4.2.5.3

Challenges

This section gives a detailed view of the challenges that organizations face when
the scoping of the project is not managed properly. It also deals with the challenges
caused by the phenomena of scoping.
Scoping the project and managing is always considered as a changeable problem
in software project management C2. It is not a trivial task to decide which
requirements are to be included in to the scope of forthcoming projects C7. Scoping is
one of the potential challenges when scaling up the RE practices [50] C13. In MDRE
scoping decisions is increasingly challenging as the complexity and the size increases
C13. In MDRE, the constant pressure from unanticipated market forces (such as
competitors, customer expectations on new technologies) are always challenging for
the project management which forces them to change the scope of the project
constantly C19.
In C7, Wnuk et al. identified a challenge where the scope of the project is decrease
in other words descoping situation which they named as negative scoping. They
mentioned it as a threat to the project management where this situation affects the
overall budget of the project and which causes a loss in profits.
Hu et al. [51] C6, stated that when resources are short the organization faces
frequent challenges to balance between development and customization of the
workload in order to make the project success and to reach expectations of the
customers.
Determining the right scope of the project is always challenging and is confirmed
as one of the leading causes for failure of projects [43] C12. Project scoping issues are
identified as one of the nine factors which influence the RE activities and the overall
success of the project C12. Miscommunication or communication gaps leads to poor
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documenting of requirements which lead to poor scoping of the features or
requirements C12. Kumari and Pillai C12 listed direct and indirect challenges of poor
scoping.
Indirect challenges caused by poor scoping
 Project delays
 Quality issues that impacts the poor quality of the product
 Change management
 Documentation challenges
 Decreased motivation among the teams (Example: It is always frustrating
to requirement and development teams to work with new requirements in
the middle of the projects)
 Communication gap
Direct challenges
 Overtime to meet project timelines
 Project failure
 Wasted effort occurs due to repetitive work
 Not meeting customer expectations
Challenges caused by phenomena of scoping
Overscoping:
The risk of overscoping increases when only few requirements are known in
advance. Overscoping is listed as one of the core risks in the requirement phase C1. In
C5, Bjarnason et al. identified overscoping is a complex phenomenon and it is
considered as a potential challenge which can have negative influences on the projects.
Overscoping has a serious effect on the project especially the impact it has on the
product's quality at the end [39] [46] (C5 C16).
Bjarnason et al. C1, C5 identified the various challenges that organizations are
facing by conducting case studies. Overscoping may lead to a number of negative
effects includes delays, quality issues and failing to meet the expectations of the
customers C1, C5. The challenges are
 Changes in the scope takes place even after the project scope is set initially
 Quality issues
 Delays
 Expectations of the customers are not always met
 Communication gaps
 It is challenging to keep SRS updated
 Overtime
The quality problems and delays are not only expensive problems but also leads to
the loss of brand values and market shares C1.
Scope creep:
Scope creep or requirement creep is a troublesome especially to the developers if
the creep is not managed properly [11] C9. Scope creep is identified as a potential risk
for the projects which may sometimes lead to delays and even failure of the project
C4, C17, C16. Scope creep is often a challenge which is created due to introducing of
new requirements or features in to the scope in response to competitive pressures C18.
Carter et al. C9 mentioned that scope creep is often seen in the organizations of ecommerce where the innovator discovers new requirements when the system
development progresses.
 The challenges identified due to scope creep are
 Quality issues
 Impact on the cost of the project
 Unavailability of the resources
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Unable to deliver with in the profound time
Constantly changing in requirements

Over-Requirement:
Over-requirement is considered as a major risk in software project lifecycle [52]
C11. It is always a difficult task to cut off the features in scope even though the
features are unnecessary once the development of the project is started C11. Shmueli
and Pliskin C11 identified that over-requirement phenomenon is caused by planning
fallacy. Planning fallacy is a task of underestimating the time required to implement
the features in a scope without proper understanding C11. This underestimation done
in the early phases tends to persist and leads to effect the later phases of the project
which may lead to the project failures C11.
The challenges identified due to over-requirement
 Delays in projects
 Project failures
 Uncontrollable increases in project cost

Table 12: Identified scoping associated challenges
Ch1
Ch2
Ch3
Ch4
Ch5
Ch6
Ch7
Ch8
Ch9
Ch10
Ch11
Ch12
Ch13
4.2.5.4

Challenges
Project delays
Quality issues that impacts the poor quality of the product
Documentation challenges
Decreased motivation among the teams
Communication gap
Overtime to meet project timelines
Project failure
Wasted effort occurs due to repetitive work
Not meeting customer expectations
Changes in the scope takes place continuously
Impact on the cost of the project
Unavailability of the resources
Constantly changing in requirements

Techniques/Tools/Approaches

This section explains the various techniques/tools and approaches explained by the
authors to overcome the negative effects of the scope. This section also includes the
techniques/tools and approaches to mitigate the various phenomena of scoping.
In C2, Li et al. presented a graph based constraints analysis approach for solving
scoping problems in projects. In this approach, a heuristic algorithm is proposed. The
approach involves a four step process for determining the solution to the problems of
project scoping. This steps involves
1) Building a directed graph by using the dependencies of the requirements
obtained
2) Updating the connected graph based on the inclusive and exclusive constraints
of the user
3) Finding the sub-graph set of the graphs that are connected
4) Finally determining the solution for the problem of project scoping by
verifying the constraints of the sub graphs and determining the candidates of
the sub-graph set.
After validating the approach in real cases, the results show a positive effect on the
project scope.
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Wnuk et al. [53] C3, proposed a model to support the decisions of scoping by
analyzing the ROI of the given features. The model is useful even in dynamic
situations where the scoping decisions are uncertain C3. The results showed that the
model is very helpful for project management for making decisions and helpful in
identifying the features that are useful by cutting off the unnecessary features in early
phases and hence reducing effort.
In C6, Hu et al. proposed a value-based product portfolio scoping approach for
determining the features that have the highest business value and clustering in to a
portfolio to place in the scope of the project. The steps involved in this approach are
1) Identifying the requirements that has reusable common features
2) Clusters in the features to become a portfolio
3) Keeping the portfolio that has business value and quitting that don‘t have
The results showed the approach has positive effects in identifying the
requirements which is first step of requirements phase. But Hu et al. has identified that
there are challenges like customer dissatisfaction and less financial profits exists even
though the approach is used.
Wnuk et al. C7 implemented a technique called Feature Survival Charts (FSC) for
visualizing the change dynamics of scoping and evaluated in three projects. This
visualization technique helps for selecting the features to include or exclude in the
scoping process C7. The technique is very helpful in increasing or decreasing the
features in the scope by comparing to the available resources at the early phases of the
project. The visualization graphs used in the technique helps the management to
identify which time frames and which features are to be included in scoping process to
mitigate the uncertainties in scope issues C7. The visualization charts are very helpful
for finding the instabilities in the scoping process C7.
In C9, Carter et al. proposed a model called Evolutionary Prototyping with Risk
Analysis and Mitigation (EPRAM). This model is helpful for mitigating the negative
effects of scope creep and helps the management to find the necessary requirements.
The model helps in continually monitoring the requirements needed through each
prototyping lifecycle strengthening with risk analysis C9. This model is a flexible
model which helps for improving the system requirements continually. This is a
lighter-weight model which addresses as a people-oriented and readily adapts the
requirements changes C9.
Wnuk et al. [9] C15 proposed a visualization technique which helps for making
decisions for identifying features that are to be included or excluded in the scoping
process. This technique uses two types of graphs named Feature Survival Chart (FSC)
and Feature Growth chart (FGC) for visualizing the features. The technique helps the
management to set limited scope at the early phases and decreases the risk of wasting
the time of the available resources that are not important which are later de-scoped.
This visualization helps the management for making decisions to remove the
unnecessary features to give room for adding extra features that are necessary and
identified in later stages of the project. The technique helps for stabilizing the scope
setting process and helps for estimating the effort at the early on C15.
Wnuk et al. C16 presented a visualization technique named Feature Survival Chart
Plus (FSC+) to make a quick overview of the requirements scoping process in large
projects. The technique is very useful for the management to visualize the information
at any point of the project based on given criteria filter C16. This technique helps for
filtering, sorting and
Zooming features set of the project even though the quantity is large C16.
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Wnuk et al. [54] C18 presented a model called Basic Lost Opportunity Estimation
Model (BLOEM) which helps for estimating the features to be included in the scoping
process by calculating the final decision points. This model helps the management to
make a decision for implementing the features required and rejecting the unnecessary
requirements. Its main objective is to target processes that follow a uni onedimensional requirement prioritization technique like agile software development C18.
The model is very useful in controlling the wasted effort by identifying the
unnecessary features and cancelling them at early stages. The model helps in
improving the efficiency of the scoping process.
Regnell et al. [55] C20 presented an analytical model which helps in making
decisions during the selection process of the requirements. The model helps as a tool
for estimating and improving the impacts of process change C20. The model is built
by introducing the screening activity at first, thereafter evaluating and constructing the
decision model to select the requirements. Screening is the process of quickly
assessing which requirement candidate are worth spending time on it or rejecting the
candidates that are not necessary before proceeding to the evaluation deeply. The
deeper evaluation consists of stages of RE process such as requirement analysis,
specification, validation and prioritization C20. The model is helpful for selecting a
quality of requirements which intern improves the quality of the scoping process C20.
In C19, Wnuk and Callele presented a visualization technique which helps the
project management for investigating the effects, agility and process efficiencies of the
scoping decisions. The technique helps the management in analyzing the scope
dynamics. This technique helps in visualizing financial and technical aspects of
scoping decisions.
Nobelius [44] C21, presented a model by introducing R&D content graphs which
helps the project management for bringing structure in scoping issues of the project.
The R&D graphs are helpful in mapping the features required for the project thereby
increasing the quality of the scoping process. R&D content graph helps as a good tool
for mitigating the communication challenge between the stakeholders during the
requirement phase.
Khurum et al. [56] C22, discussed a technique called requirement triage through
their finding from SLR. Requirement triage is a process used to dismiss or accept the
requirements to avoid overloading of requirements in later stages of development.
Requirement triage is very useful for selecting which features to go in to the scope of
the projects C22.
Aaramaa et al. [57] C23 discussed screening process and conducted case study to
get in-depth about screening practice. Screening process is the process of quickly
assessing which requirements are worth spending more time to be considered or not.
An efficient screening process is helpful for the project management to effectively use
the resources to implement the requirements fully C23. Triage is a corresponding
screening approach C23.
4.2.5.5 Overall analysis of the SLR results
Most of the papers mentioned scoping activity is a threat to project management in
MDRE due to a constant inflow of requirements during the projects. In order to handle
the constant inflow the scoping activity is considered as continuous activity throughout
the life cycle of the projects. There are some challenges that organizations are facing
due to negative effects caused while handling the scoping activity. The phenomena
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identified are overscoping, scope creep and over-requirement. These phenomena that
occurs during the scoping activity may cause challenges such as project delays, quality
issues etc. In order to mitigate these challenges and to handle the requirements some
techniques and tools are suggested by some researchers. Most of the approaches used
graphs to mitigate these challenges. FGC and technique for visualizing financial and
technical aspects of scoping decision are visualization techniques which act similar to
FCS and they are categorized as one and are commonly called under FCS category.
The mappings of the tools/approaches which track the challenges and helps in
mitigating them are listed in Table 13.

Table 13: Techniques/tools that helps to reduce the impact of the respective
challenges
Technique/tool/approach
1. Graph
based
constraints
analysis approach
2. Scope decision supporting
model
3. Value-based product portfolio
scoping approach








4. Visualization using Feature
Survival Charts (FSC) and
FSC+









5. Evolutionary Prototyping with
Risk Analysis and Mitigation
(EPRAM) model





6. Basic
Lost
Opportunity
Estimation Model (BLOEM)
7. Decision
model

making

analytical








8. R&D content graph model



9. Requirement triage




10. Screening process



Challenge
Unavailability of the resources
Constantly
changing
in
requirements
Impact on the cost of the project
Unavailability of the resources
Wasted effort occurs due to
repetitive work
Constantly
changing
in
requirements
Project delays
Documentation challenges
Overtime to meet project
timelines
Project failure
Unavailability of the resources
Impact on the cost of the project
Constantly
changing
in
requirements
Quality issues
Constantly
changing
in
requirements
Wasted effort occurs due to
repetitive work
Quality issues
Constantly
changing
in
requirements
Communication gap
Changes in the scope takes place
continuously
Wasted effort occurs due to
repetitive work
Quality issues
Changes in the
continuously
Constantly
requirements
Changes in the
continuously
Changes in the

scope takes place
changing

in

scope takes place
scope takes place
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continuously
Wasted effort occurs due to
repetitive work
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SURVEY
A survey was performed to explore the industrial perspectives on requirements
scoping and to validate the viewpoints identified in the SLR. Further, the survey was
aimed to find out additional challenges, method/approach that was not mentioned in
the literature.

5.1

Survey planning and execution
The survey process was carried out in the following here phases: planning, design
and execution see Figure 9.

Figure 9: Survey steps
Objectives are characterized within the scope of the study and by considering the
SLR results as the input data. They are:
O1. To identify the approach they follow for requirements scoping in
organizations
O2. To validate the identified challenges and their level of occurrence
O3. To identify additional challenges that organizations are facing while
scoping the requirements
O4. To identify the practitioners suggestions for improving the requirements
scoping process.
Survey scheduling:
The author scheduled the survey for four weeks. The specific time span was
chosen after considering the results from SLR and taking in to account the time
constraint and limitations of the research.
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Resources planning:
An online survey using Google forums was designed to conduct the survey. In
order to improve reachability of the survey to majority of the practitioners; the survey
was posted in social networking sites such as LinkedIn, Facebook, Quora and RE
related blogs. Moreover, electronic mails were sent to practitioners whose email
addresses available in groups such as Project Management in Software (PMS),
Software Requirement Management (SRM) and Swedish Association of Requirement
Engineering (SARE).

Phase 2: Survey design and execution
Construction questionnaire:
A questionnaire was opted to collect the data from the survey. The questions were
framed to achieve the objectives of the survey. The questionnaire consist a total of 11
questions which was divided in to two parts. The first part consists of 5 questions
aimed to identify the demographics such as the organization, role and experience of
the respondents. This part of the questionnaire helps to identify the credibility of the
results based on the experience of the respondents and their role in the organization.
The second part consists of six questions which were aimed to know the industrial
perspective of requirements scoping. This part of the questionnaire consists of close
ended and open ended questions. The close ended questions were aimed to identify the
challenges that are faced by the practitioners while scoping requirements. Open ended
questions aims to identify the scoping approach, additional challenges and methods the
practitioners follow in their organization. The questions in this part were designed to
identify the following issues:
a. The industrial practice of requirements scoping
b. The approach they follow while scoping requirements
c. The level of occurrence of the identified challenges and to identify additional
challenges
d. The suggestions they provide for improving the requirements scoping process
Validating the questionnaire
The survey was validated based on the guidelines provided by Kitchenham and
Pfleeger [58]. As a first step, a pilot survey was conducted in order to identify the level
of understandability of the questionnaire. Secondly, for checking the completeness of
the questions based on the objectives of the survey, the supervisor reviewed the
questions.
In order to validate the issues like understandability, reliability, completeness and
the amount of time taken to complete the questions, two iterations were carried out
with the help of two subject experts and five software practitioners a pilot survey was
conducted.
The initial survey questionnaire consist a total of 14 questions which covered
requirements scoping. The respondents took 8 minutes to complete completely answer
the questions and suggested that some questions were not clearly understandable and
not clearly focusing on the objectives. Based on the suggestions the questionnaire was
edited by removing three questions that are out of context. The questionnaire was
again reviewed by the supervisor and the corrections were made based on his
suggestions.
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The survey questionnaire was again sent to the practitioners for the second
iteration. This time, the practitioners gave positive feedback by stating that the
questions were clearly addressing the objectives of the study and the time they took to
complete was even less than 5 minutes. By conducting two iterations of pilot survey,
the survey questionnaire was finalized and posted online.

Table 14: Questionnaire validation
Criteria

Iteration 1

Iteration2

Understandability

Respondents felt some of
the questions were not
clearly mentioned and it is
not with in the objectives
of the survey
14

Respondents felts that
the questions are clearly
understandable

8

5

Number of
questions
Time taken

11

Selecting the sample
It is important to finalize the set of respondents for answering the survey before
posting the questionnaire online. As suggested by Kitchenham and Pfleeger [59], it is
important to choose a valid sample which intern represents the subset of targeted
population. As the research deals with requirements scoping the targeted population
are the practitioners working in requirements related aspects in their organization. A
non-probabilistic sample was chosen for conducting the survey because the sample
deals with the respondents who are easily accessible and are believed as a valid sample
to represent the population [59].
The targeted population of the survey includes requirement manager, requirement
analyst, requirement engineer, project manager, developer, tester etc.

Phase 3: Survey execution
The survey was performed using Goggle forms application. After posting the
survey in various platforms like LinkedIn, Facebook and emailing to individuals, the
author has received 98 responses of which 93 clear responses were considered. This
states that the response rate of the survey was 94%, which is considerable amount for
generalizing the results of the study [58]. This also implies that the questionnaire is
easily understandable and the quality of the questionnaire is high.

5.2

Survey results

5.2.1

Analysis of the information of respondents

The respondents were asked to provide the type of organization they are working.
Among the 93 respondents 45 (49%) works in product development organization. 30
(32%) were working in organizations that deals with requirements, 15 (16%) were
working in customer support and 3 (3%) were working in testing based company. The
type of organizations is present in Figure 10.
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Testing
3(3%)

Customer
support
15(16%)

Requiremnt
30(32%)

Product development
45(49%)

Figure 10: Type of organizations in percentage
The respondents were asked to mark their roles in the organization. Among the
given options only 4 roles were identified from the survey respondents. From the 93
respondents, 36 (39%) were developers/testers, 27 (29%) were project managers, 24
(26%) were requirement analysts and 6 (6%) were Requirement engineers. The roles
of the respondents are presented in the Figure 11.

Requireme
nt analyst
24(26%)

Project
manager
27(29%)

Requirement
Engineer
6(6%)

Developer/ Tester
36 (39%)

Figure 11: Respondents’’ Roles
The respondents were asked to choose their level of experience in requirements
filed (such as eliciting, analyzing, deciding, specifying or validating requirements).
Among the 93 respondents 49 (53%) participants identified having more than 7years
experience in requirements. 15 (16%) respondents have 3-5 years of experience, 12
(13%) have 1-2 years of experience, 11 (12%) have 5-7 years of experience and 6
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(6%) has experience less than a year. The respondents‘ experiences are presented in
Figure 12.

Figure 12: Respondents’ Experience
The respondents were asked to mark their size of organization among the given
options. The size of the organization is classified in the following Table 15.

Table 15: Categorization based on size of organization
Number of employees
Less than 50 employees
51-100 employees
101-250 employees
250-500 employees
More than 501 employees

Organization size
Very small
Small
Medium
Large
Very large

Among the 93 respondents 72 (78%) were working in very large scale
organizations, 12 (13%) were from very small scale organizations, 6 (6%) from
medium organization and 3 (3%) were working in large scale organization. The bar
graph of the responses is presented in the Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Respondents’ Organization
In order to know whether the requirements scoping depends on the development
model, the respondents were asked a question to identify the software development
model they follow. Among the 93 respondents 66 (71%) were identified using agile as
development model, 27 (29%) were identified using waterfall model for developing
the software.

Waterfall
27(29%)

Agile
66(71%)

Figure 14: Software Development Model followed

5.2.2

Nature of Requirements scoping activity

In order to know the industrial perspective of the nature of scoping activity, the
respondents were asked to give their opinion on the nature of scoping activity. Among
the 93 respondents, 73 were stated scoping is a continuous activity and 20 stated it as
an activity which ends in early phase. The nature is represented in the following bar
graph.
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Nature
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
A continuous activity which changes
significantly throughout the life cycle

Is an activity which ends early in
Requirements phase

Nature of scoping activity

Figure 15: Nature of Scoping
From the Figure 15, it was clear that scoping is a continuous activity which
changes throughout the lifecycle. In order to check the relationship between the nature
of scoping and the demographics chi-square test of significance was conducted.
5.2.2.1

Chi-square test significance between nature of the scoping activity and
demographics
The chi-square test is conducted as described in section 3.6.

Respondents’ role VS nature of scoping activity
The chi-square was performed to check if there is any relationship exists between
the role of the respondent and the nature of the scoping activity. The respondent roles
are explained above in section 5.2. To identify the relationship the respondents‘ role
was grouped in to three subgroups: project managers, developers/testers and people the
remaining are grouped under requirements category as they are from requirements
field.
The null hypothesis (H0) states that there is no relationship between the role and
the nature of scoping activity. The alternate hypothesis (H1) states that there is
significant relationship between the role and the nature of scoping activity.

Table 16 Chi-square test for Respondents’ role VS nature of scoping
activity
Value

df

Asymp.
Sig. (2sided)

Pearson
8.112
3
0.044
Chi-Square
(a)
Likelihood
9.371
3
0.025
Ratio
Linear-byLinear
0.001
1
0.977
Association
N of Valid
93
Cases
a. 3 cells (37.5%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.16.
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Reason:
The result of the chi-square test can be interpreted from the above tables
Chi-square value =8.112
df =3
P value=1.16
(𝜒2=8.112>7.815, 𝑑𝑓=3, 𝑝=1.16>0.05). 37.5% <5
From Table 16, it was clear that 37.5% have expected countless than 5. But in order
to make the condition true, it should be less than 20%. So, null hypothesis (H0) is
accepted i.e., there is no relationship between the role and the nature of scoping
activity.
Experience VS nature of scoping activity
The chi-square was performed to check if there is any relationship exists between
the experience of the respondent and the nature of the scoping activity. The experience
level of the respondents‘ was divided in to two groups: respondents‘ with experience
less than 7 years and respondents‘ with experience more than 7 years.
The null hypothesis (H0) states that there is no relationship between the experience
and the nature of scoping activity. The alternate hypothesis (H1) states that there is
significant relationship between the experience and the nature of scoping activity.

Table 17 Chi-square test for Respondents’ Experience VS nature of
scoping activity
Value

df

Asymp.
Sig. (2sided)

Pearson
8.432(a)
4
0.077
Chi-Square
Likelihood
11.148
4
0.025
Ratio
Linear-byLinear
1.119
1
0.290
Association
N of Valid
93
Cases
a. 5 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is
1.16.
Reason:
The result of the chi-square test can be interpreted from the above tables
Chi-square value =8.432
df =4
P value=1.16
(𝜒2=8.432<9.488, 𝑑𝑓=3, 𝑝=1.16>0.05). 50% <5
From Table 17, it was clear that 37.5% have expected countless than 5. But in order
to make the condition true, it should be less than 20%. And also, chi-square value is
less than expected value. So, null hypothesis (H0) is accepted i.e., there is no
relationship between the experience and the nature of scoping activity.
Development model VS nature of scoping activity
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The chi-square was performed to check if there is any relationship exists between
the experience of the respondent and the nature of the scoping activity.
The null hypothesis (H0) states that there is no relationship between the
development model and the nature of scoping activity. The alternate hypothesis (H1)
states that there is significant relationship between the development model and the
nature of scoping activity.

Table 18 Chi-square test for Development model VS nature of scoping
activity
Value

df

Asymp.
Sig. (2sided)

Pearson
24.662(a)
2
0.000
Chi-Square
Likelihood
31.376
2
0.000
Ratio
Linear-byLinear
15.685
1
0.000
Association
N of Valid
93
Cases
a. 1 cells (16.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count
is 0.04.
Reason:
The result of the chi-square test can be interpreted from the above tables
Chi-square value =24.662
df =2
P value=0.04
(𝜒2=24.662>5.991, 𝑑𝑓=2, 𝑝=0.04<0.05). 16.7% <5
From table 18, it was clear that 16.7% have expected countless than 5. In order to
make the condition true it should be less than 20%. And also, chi-square value is
greater than expected value. So, the alternate hypothesis (H1) is accepted i.e., there is
significant relationship between the development model and the nature of scoping
activity. The Cramer‘s V value is 0.515 which lies in the relatively strong association
category (see in section 3.6).
A contingency table is drawn by cross tabling the above table to analyze the
relationship.

Table 19: Nature of scoping VS Development model
Development

Water fall

Agile

Total
(%)

Nature
A continuous
activity

9%

71%

80%

Ends in early
phase

20%

0%

20%
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From the above Table 19, it was clear that 80% of the respondents stated that
scoping is a continuous activity which changes significantly throughout the life cycle.
Only 20 % of the respondents stated that scoping is an activity which ends early in
requirements phase. Among these identified respondents more than half i.e., 71% were
using agile as development model whose stated that scoping is a continuous activity
and none of the respondents who are using agile stated scoping ends in early phases.
20 % who are using waterfall model stated that scoping ends in early phase. This
clearly states that there is relationship exists between the nature of scoping and the
development model following.

5.2.3

Level of occurrence of overscoping, scope creep and overrequirements within the life cycle of the project

The respondents were asked to choose the level of occurrence (Most of time, some
of the time, seldom and never) of the phenomena such as overscoping, scope creep and
over-requirement in their software development lifecycle, see in Appendix A. The
number of responses for each phenomenon is listed in the Table 20. The highly
occurred phenomenon is highlighted in the Table 20 based on the responses.

Table 20: percentage of occurrence of phenomena
Challenges
Overscoping
Scope creep
OverRequirement

Most of the Some of
time
the time
19%
52%
39%
35%
16%
32%

seldom

Never

23%
17%
42%

3%
6%
10%

Not
applicable
3%
3%
0

From the above Table 20 based on the responses identified, scope creep was the
most occurring phenomenon among the others with 39% responses. Overscoping is the
phenomenon that occurs some of the time with 52% responses. Over-requirement
occurs rarely when compared to overscoping and scope creep with 42% responses
5.2.3.1

Chi-square test significance between the occurrence of the phenomena and
demographics
The chi-square test is conducted as described in section 3.6.
Respondents’ role VS occurrence of the phenomena

The chi-square was performed to check if there is any relationship exists between
the role of the respondent and the occurrence of the phenomena. The respondents‘ role
was grouped in to three subgroups: project managers, developers/testers and people the
remaining are grouped under requirements category.
The null hypothesis (H0) states that there is no relationship between the role and
the occurrence of the phenomena. The alternate hypothesis (H1) states that there is
significant relationship between the role and the occurrence of the phenomena.
Reason:
The results of the chi-square test were calculated as follows:
Overscoping:
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(𝜒2=33.500>15.507, 𝑑𝑓=8, 𝑝=0.87>0.05). 40% <5
From above calculations, it was clear that 40% have expected countless than 5.
But in order to make the condition true, it should be less than 20%. So, null hypothesis
(H0) is accepted i.e., there is no relationship between the role and occurrence of
overscoping phenomenon.
Scope creep:
(𝜒2=20.178>15.507, 𝑑𝑓=8, 𝑝=0.87>0.05). 53.3% <5
From above calculations, it was clear that 53.3% have expected countless than 5.
But in order to make the condition true, it should be less than 20%. So, null hypothesis
(H0) is accepted i.e., there is no relationship between the role and occurrence of scope
creep phenomenon.
Over-requirement:
(𝜒2=18.173>12.592, 𝑑𝑓=6, 𝑝=2.61>0.05). 41.7% <5
From above calculations, it was clear that 41.7% have expected countless than 5.
But in order to make the condition true, it should be less than 20%. So, null hypothesis
(H0) is accepted i.e., there is no relationship between the role and occurrence of overrequirement phenomenon.
Experience VS occurrence of the phenomena
The chi-square was performed to check if there is any relationship exists between
the experience of the respondent and occurrence of the phenomena. The experience
level of the respondents‘ was divided in to two groups: respondents‘ with experience
less than 7 years and respondents‘ with experience more than 7 years.
The null hypothesis (H0) states that there is no relationship between the experience
and the occurrence of the phenomena. The alternate hypothesis (H1) states that there is
significant relationship between the experience and the occurrence of the phenomena.
Reason:
The results of the chi-square test were calculated as follows:
Overscoping:
(𝜒2=6.261<9.488, 𝑑𝑓=4, 𝑝=1.42>0.05). 40% <5
From above findings, it was clear that 40% have expected countless than 5. But in
order to make the condition true, it should be less than 20%. So, null hypothesis (H0)
is accepted i.e., there is no relationship between the experience and occurrence of
overscoping phenomenon.
Scope creep:
(𝜒2=25.471>9.488, 𝑑𝑓=4, 𝑝=1.42>0.05). 40% <5
From above findings, it was clear that 40% have expected countless than 5. But in
order to make the condition true, it should be less than 20%. So, null hypothesis (H0)
is accepted i.e., there is no relationship between the experience and occurrence of
scope creep phenomenon.
Over-requirement:
(𝜒2=24.937>7.815, 𝑑𝑓=3, 𝑝=4.26>0.05). 25% <5
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From above findings, it was clear that 25% have expected countless than 5. But in
order to make the condition true, it should be less than 20%. So, null hypothesis (H0)
is accepted i.e., there is no relationship between the experience and occurrence of
over-requirement phenomenon.
Friedman test for identified phenomena and their level of occurrence
No relationships were found in the descriptive analysis as mentioned in the earlier
section. So, non-parametric test was performed for finding the mean rank and standard
deviation to identify the level of occurrence of the phenomena. The mean ranks and
standard deviation were presented in the Table 21 and Table 22.

Table 21 Friedman test for identified phenomena and their level of
occurrence

Overscoping
Scope creep
Overrequirement

Min

Max

2.8065 0.89998
3.0000 1.05295

0.00
0.00

4.00
4.00

Percentiles
50th
25th
75th
(Median)
2.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
3.00
4.00

2.5484 0.87869

1.00

4.00

2.00

N

Mean

93
93
93

Std.
Dev

2.00

3.00

Table 22 Mean ranks for level of occurrence of phenomena
Challenges
Overscoping
Scope creep
Over-requirement

Mean Rank
2.05
2.19
1.76

From the results from the non-parametric test, it was identified that scope creep is
the most occurred phenomenon among the identified phenomena. Mean ranks from the
Friedman test were used for prioritizing the identified phenomena based on their level
of occurrence. The result from the chi-square test implies that the identified
phenomena were faced by the organization irrespective of the role, experience and the
development model followed. Among the 36 respondents who mentioned scope creep
is the most occurring phenomena 24 are from experienced (More than 7 years). This
states that 66% of the respondents are from experienced category that marked scope
creep is the most occurring phenomenon. Thus, scope creep is generalized as the most
occurring phenomenon that organizations are facing within the lifecycle of the project.

5.2.4

Level of occurrence of the identified challenges

The respondents were asked to choose the level of occurrence (Most of time, some
of the time, seldom and never) of scoping associated challenges that they are facing.
The number of responses for each challenge is listed in the Table 23. The highly
occurred phenomenon is highlighted in the Table 23 based on the responses.

Table 23: Level of occurrence of identified challenges
Challenges

Most
of Some of Seldom
the time
the time

Never

Project delays

36%

0

48%

16%

Not
applica
ble
0
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Quality issues

35%

48%

14%

3%

0

Documentation 20%
challenges
(SRS
maintenance)
Decreased
19%
motivation
among
the
teams

31%

39%

3%

7%

39%

29%

13%

0

Communication 19%
gap
Overtime
to 26%
meet
project
timelines
Project failure
13%

35%

26%

13%

7%

39%

19%

16%

0

16%

42%

26%

3%

Wasted effort
Customer
dissatisfaction
Increase
in
project cost
Inadequate
resources

29%
19%

32%
32%

29%
29%

10%
20%

0
0

32%

42%

13%

7%

6%

19%

52%

23%

6%

0

From the Table 23 project delays, quality issues and increase in the project cost are
the most occurring challenges due to the identified phenomena and poor scoping.
Project failure is identified as the least occurring challenge among the identified
challenges.
5.2.4.1

Chi-square test significance between the occurrence of the identified
challenges and demographics
Respondents’ role VS occurrence of the identified challenges

The chi-square was performed to check if there is any relationship exists between
the role of the respondent and the occurrence of the identified challenges. The
respondents‘ role was grouped in to three subgroups: project managers,
developers/testers and people the remaining are grouped under requirements category.
The null hypothesis (H0) states that there is no relationship between the role and
the occurrence of the identified challenges. The alternate hypothesis (H1) states that
there is significant relationship between the role and the occurrence of the identified
challenges.
Reason:
The results of the chi-square test were calculated as follows:
CH1: (𝜒2=2.380<12.592, 𝑑𝑓=6, 𝑝=0.97>0.05). 41.7% <5
CH2: (𝜒2=29.967>16.919, 𝑑𝑓=9, 𝑝=0.19>0.05). 62.5% <5
CH3: (𝜒2=44.433>21.026, 𝑑𝑓=12, 𝑝=0.19>0.05). 60.0% <5
CH4: (𝜒2=19.698>16.919, 𝑑𝑓=9, 𝑝=0.77>0.05). 50.0% <5
CH5: (𝜒2=28.637>21.026, 𝑑𝑓=12, 𝑝=0.77>0.05). 50% <5
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CH6: (𝜒2=22.174>16.919, 𝑑𝑓=9, 𝑝=0.97>0.05). 43.8% <5
CH7: (𝜒2=25.930>21.026, 𝑑𝑓=12, 𝑝=0.19>0.05). 65% <5
CH8: (𝜒2=27.010>16.919, 𝑑𝑓=9, 𝑝=0.58>0.05). 43.8% <5
CH9: (𝜒2=21.485>16.919, 𝑑𝑓=9, 𝑝=1.16>0.05). 37.5% <5
CH10: (𝜒2=9.603<21.026, 𝑑𝑓=12, 𝑝=0.39>0.05). 70% <5
CH11: (𝜒2=20.705>16.919, 𝑑𝑓=9, 𝑝=0.39>0.05). 50% <5
From above calculations, it is clear that all the challenges have expected countless
than 5 value more than 20%. But in order to make the condition true, it should be less
than 20%. So, null hypothesis (H0) is accepted i.e., there is no relationship between the
role and occurrence of identified challenges.
Experience VS occurrence of the identified challenges
The chi-square was performed to check if there is any relationship exists between
the experience of the respondent and the occurrence of the identified challenges. The
experience level of the respondents‘ was divided in to two groups: respondents‘ with
experience less than 7 years and respondents‘ with experience more than 7 years.
The null hypothesis (H0) states that there is no relationship between the experience
and the occurrence of the identified challenges. The alternate hypothesis (H1) states
that there is significant relationship between the experience and the occurrence of the
identified challenges.
Reason:
The results of the chi-square test were calculated as follows:
CH1: (𝜒2=52.869>15.507, 𝑑𝑓=8, 𝑝=0.97>0.05). 46.7% <5
CH2: (𝜒2=62.815>21.026, 𝑑𝑓=12, 𝑝=0.19>0.05). 60% <5
CH3: (𝜒2=37.097>26.296, 𝑑𝑓=16, 𝑝=0.19>0.05). 80.0% <5
CH4: (𝜒2=29.838>21.026, 𝑑𝑓=12, 𝑝=0.77>0.05). 70.0% <5
CH5: (𝜒2=40.687>26.296, 𝑑𝑓=16, 𝑝=0.39>0.05). 76% <5
CH6: (𝜒2=41.811>21.026, 𝑑𝑓=12, 𝑝=0.97>0.05). 70% <5
CH7: (𝜒2=41.826>26.296, 𝑑𝑓=16, 𝑝=0.19>0.05). 72% <5
CH8: (𝜒2=38.664>21.026, 𝑑𝑓=12, 𝑝=0.58>0.05). 85% <5
CH9: (𝜒2=55.232>21.026, 𝑑𝑓=12, 𝑝=1.16>0.05). 80% <5
CH10: (𝜒2=76.248<26.296, 𝑑𝑓=16, 𝑝=0.39>0.05). 76% <5
CH11: (𝜒2=68.541>21.026, 𝑑𝑓=12, 𝑝=0.39>0.05). 70% <5
From above calculations, it is clear that all the challenges have expected countless
than 5 value more than 20%. But in order to make the condition true, it should be less
than 20%. So, null hypothesis (H0) is accepted i.e., there is no relationship between the
experience and occurrence of identified challenges.
Friedman test for identified challenges and their level of occurrence
No relationships were found in the descriptive analysis as mentioned in the earlier
section. So, non-parametric test was performed for finding the mean rank and standard
deviation to identify the level of occurrence of the identified challenges. The mean
ranks and standard deviation were presented in the Table 24 and Table 25.

Table 24 Friedman test for identified challenges and their level of
occurrence
N

Mean

Std.
Dev

Min

Max

25th

Percentiles
50th

75th
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CH1
CH2
CH3
CH4
CH5
CH6
CH7
CH8
CH9
CH10
CH11

93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93

3.1935
3.1613
2.5484
2.6452
2.4839
2.7419
2.0968
2.8065
2.5161
2.8710
2.8387

0.69561
0.77024
1.04794
0.93999
1.13839
1.02048
1.03277
0.96974
1.01738
1.13469
0.81147

2.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
1.00

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

3.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

(Median)
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

4.00
4.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
4.00
3.00
4.00
3.00
4.00
3.00

Table 25 Mean ranks for level of occurrence of phenomena
Challenges
CH1
CH2
CH3
CH4
CH5
CH6
CH7
CH8
CH9
CH10
CH11

Mean Rank
7.68
7.35
5.39
5.47
5.52
6.23
3.69
6.11
5.19
6.97
6.40

From the results from the non-parametric test, it is identified the challenges like
project delays, quality issues and increase in project costs are the most occurred
challenges among the identified challenges. Project failure is the least occurring
challenge among other identified challenges. The result from the chi-square test
implies that the identified challenges were faced by the organization irrespective of the
role, experience and the development model followed. Mean ranks from the Friedman
test were used for prioritizing the identified challenges based on their level of
occurrence.

5.2.5

Open ended questions

The open ended questions included scoping approach the respondents follow,
additional challenges and suggestions for improving the requirements scoping process,
see in Appendix A. Also, an open ended question was asked about the explanation of
the approach they follow while scoping the requirements. The question was intended
to know the way scoping of requirements takes place which was not specified in the
literature. Some respondents provided the steps they follow during requirements
scoping, while some respondents provided basic information like the name of the
approach they follow. Some of the responses given by the participants are as follows:
“PDP sessions are conducted with the entire key participants. Business user
creates the user stories for the requirements. Grooming sessions are used to enhance
the user stories.”
“At the start of the project we establish high level requirements for the project and
layout a schedule with sprints address each requirement. At the start of each sprint
(every two weeks), we have sprint planning session with Product owner, project
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manager, developers and testers. Product owner lays out his immediate priorities that
need to be worked for the next sprint.”
Similarly, most of the participants have provided information the about the
scoping approach they follow. The responses were analyzed and the general common
terms among the data were collected. The approaches are as follows:
Approach1.

Creating user stories for the requirements

Approach2.

Prioritizing the requirements after discussing among the team

Approach3.

Scoping using the data from previous projects

Approach4.

Using throw-away prototyping for understanding the scope

Approach5.
Developing the core functions initially and perform scoping
based on primary objectives
Approach6.

Following an approach called solution analysis and estimation

The respondents were asked an open-ended question (see Appendix A) to specify
the additional challenges apart from the challenges listed in Table 23, that they face in
the organization due the identified phenomena and poor scoping. Most of the
respondents specified that all the challenges they faced in the projects are listed in the
close ended question. But some of the participants provided additional challenges
which are listed below.
Ch1.
Ch2.
Ch3.
Ch4.
Ch5.
Ch6.

Runtime issues
Loosing customer trust
Losing reputation due to poor requirements
Loss of market demand due to delay in product release
Always re-iterating the requirements checklists
Lack of trust on the next builds

Similarly, an open ended was asked to identify the suggestions from the
respondents for improving the scoping process, see Appendix A. This question was
intended in identifying the data for scoping process improvement. Some examples of
the suggestions provided by the respondents are as follows:
“Getting continuous feedback from the users. Can't stress enough how important
this is. Here are few examples: After requirements are laid out, document it and
distribute to the users and get feedback to validate our understanding.Create a mock
UI and get it validated from users.During the development of the features, in daily
standups, demonstrate completed functionality and get feedback.”
“Better tools for managing requirements. Tools that guide the processes. Tools
where requirements are in context with the artifacts designed against them. Tools
where the communication between collaborators doesn't end up dusty.”
The data given by the respondents were analyzed and categorized based on the
commonalities. The suggestions for improving the requirements scoping process are as
follow:
1. Continuously documenting and reviewing the business requirements
2. Getting continuous feedback from the user
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3. Maintaining tools for managing requirements
4. Always maintaining good communication with the stakeholders
5. A good understanding between the client and the project team about
the requirements to build
6. Spending more time in requirements phase
7. Maintaining the project team without changing till the deliverables are
completed
8. Estimating the effort only after clearly understanding the
requirements.
9. Maintaining projects meeting at regular intervals
10. Maintaining a strict change control management whenever the scope
changes take place

5.3

Validity threats
Internal validity
The threats related to type of the questions and the contents in the survey
questionnaire comes under internal validity. The threat usually occurs if the
respondents are not comfortable in answering the questions completely [60]. In order
to avoid this risk, the questionnaire was designed in a way that the respondents can
understand the question easily. Moreover, an option called not applicable is given to
the question so that the respondents can answer freely instead of answering the
question compulsorily.
External validity
The threats related in generalizing the results come under external validity. For
mitigating this risk the author designed the questionnaire aiming the targeted
population for the study like requirements related professionals. Moreover, the survey
was posted in different RE groups and project management groups in order to avoid
irrelevant responses.
Construction validity
Construction validity defines as ―the degree to which a test measures what it
claims, or purports, to be measuring‖ [60]. The threat occurs when the survey was
posted without reviewing the questionnaire fully. For mitigating this risk, the author
conducted pilot study to maintain completeness of the questionnaire. The process for
reviewing the completeness and correctness of the questionnaire was explained in
section 5.1.
Conclusion validity
This type of threat deals with the trustworthiness and quality of the responses
received. As 93 responses are recorded through the survey there is a threat for
generalizing the results. For avoiding the risk respondents‘ data were grouped for
improving the trustworthiness and statistical analysis (see section 5.2) was performed
for analyzing and summarizing the responses for closed ended questions. This helps in
checking the quality and trustworthiness of the data received through survey.
Moreover, narrative analysis was used for analyzing the data received from open
ended question for avoiding the common traits in the responses.
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6

DISCUSSION
The results from the SLR evident that organizations are facing negative effects
due to the occurrence of phenomena like overscoping, scope creep and overrequirement. These phenomena are validated using survey to find out the most
occurring phenomenon that organizations are facing while scoping the projects.
Results from the survey corroborate that scope creep was the most frequently
occurring phenomenon among the others. After prioritizing the phenomena, it was
found that overscoping is the next frequently occurring phenomena after scope creep.
Moreover, over-requirement is the phenomenon that occurs rarely.
Most of the studies from the SLR stated that scoping is a continuous activity which
changes significantly throughout the life cycle. In order to identify the industrial
perspective of the nature of scoping the respondents were asked to give their opinion.
The results from the survey identified that over 80% of the respondents stated that
scoping is a continuous activity that lasts throughout the lifecycle of the project by
completing the work of Wnuk et al. [10].The survey analysis showed that the
respondents who follow agile development model stated that scoping as a continuous
activity. But most of the respondents who follow the waterfall model stated that
scoping ends at early requirement phase. One of the reasons might be it is a noniterative model once the requirements phase is completed then it is very difficult to
change the requirements which intern causes changes in the scope of the projects.
Some challenges due to scoping associated problems were identified from the
literature such as project delays, quality issues and customer dissatisfaction etc. These
challenges were validated and prioritized by identifying their level of occurrence. The
results stated that project delays, quality issues and wasted effort were the most
frequently occurring challenges while scoping. Moreover, project failure is identified
as the least occurring challenge and about 26% of the respondents stated that they
never encountered this challenge. The challenges that were identified were listed in the
Table 26 based on the level of occurrence.

Table 26: Prioritized challenges
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Challenge
Project delays
Quality issues that impacts the poor quality of the product
Impact on the cost of the project
Wasted effort occurs due to repetitive work
Overtime to meet project timelines
Documentation challenges (SRS maintenance)
Decreased motivation among the teams
Communication gap
Not meeting customer expectations
Unavailability of the resources
Project failure

In addition to the above listed challenges, some additional challenges were
identified from the survey. They are listed in the Table 27.

Table 27: identified additional Challenges
Additional challenges
Runtime issues
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Loosing customer trust
Losing reputation due to poor requirements
Loss of market demand due to delay in product
Always re-iterating the requirements checklists
Lack of trust on the next builds
Moreover, some techniques were identified for mitigating the listed challenges
through SLR. The techniques and the respective challenges they mitigated were listed
in the result section of SLR. Therefore, the above paragraphs help in answering RQ1
and RQ2.
In order to identify the approach or the method followed in the industry an open
ended question was asked in the survey. The approaches were categorized by
generalizing the terms of the methods which are listed in the Table 28.

Table 28: Identified approaches
Approaches identified through survey
Creating user stories for the requirements
Prioritizing the requirements after discussing among the team
Following based on the previous experience or scoping using the data from
previous projects
Using throw-away prototyping for understanding the scope
Developing the core functions initially and perform scoping based on primary
objectives
Following an approach called solution analysis and estimation
For answering the RQ3, an open ended question was asked which aims to identify
suggestions for improving the requirements scoping process. The respondents gave
suggestions like taking continuous feedback, maintaining good requirements tools etc.
Interestingly, 12% of the respondents (less than 7 years) stated that following agile
development model helps in better scoping. But the statistical analysis stated that there
is no relationship between the development model and the scoping process which
complement the work of Berry et al. [47]. Therefore, suggestions for improving the
scoping process are listed in the Table 29.

Table 29: Suggestions for process improvement of requirements scoping
Suggestions
Continuously documenting and reviewing the business requirements
Getting continuous feedback from the user
Maintaining tools for managing requirements
Always maintaining good communication with the stakeholders
A good understanding between the client and the project team about the
requirements to build
Spending more time in requirements phase
Maintaining the project team without changing till the deliverables are
completed
Maintaining projects meeting at regular intervals
Maintaining a strict change control management whenever the scope changes
take place
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7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Scoping has recognized as a key activity in MDSD for handling the constant
inflow of requirements. It helps in identifying the feature, domains and products which
help for gaining economic benefits in SPL development. Beyond SPL, managing the
scope of the project is a major risk for project management. Continuously changing
scope creates a congestion state to handle the requirement inflow which causes
negative consequences like scope scrap and scope creep. To manage this negative
consequence caused due to requirements volatility depicts a need for work on
requirements scoping outside the product line.
Therefore, this study focused on identifying the available literature on
requirements scoping outside the product line. This study also focused on identifying
the industrial perspective of requirements scoping. Due to time constraint, the study
didn‘t focus on feature modeling and models on requirements scoping.
The results identified that the nature of scoping as continues activity throughout the
life cycle of the project complementing [10]. Based on the obtained results the author
defined ―Requirements scoping is a foremost and key activity in a software project
which decides the particular requirements to be taken place for developing a specified
product‖. Furthermore the results indicated that scope creep is the most occurring
phenomenon that organizations are facing within the lifecycle of the project.
The study also identified that project delays, quality issues and project cost are the
most occurring scoping associated challenges. Project failure was the least occurring
challenge among the identified scoping associated challenges. Moreover, a prioritized
list of the challenges was given based on their level of occurrence. Furthermore, some
additional challenges were identified from industrial survey such as runtime issues,
loss of market demand etc. Finally, a list of suggestions for improving scoping process
was given.
This study serves as a base point in understanding the aspects of requirements
scoping for the researchers and practitioners. Moreover, it provides insights of the
challenges that organizations are facing while scoping the requirements and the
methods for mitigating them. In addition, the given suggestions help the practitioners
in improving the scoping process and help them in handling the challenges whenever
they occur.
Future work
It would be interesting to investigate any requirements scoping framework is
available for generalizing the scoping process to all projects. In addition, the study
doesn‘t focus on identifying feature models on the requirements scoping. Therefore,
research can be done by extending the study results in finding the feature models
available.
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APPENDIX A: SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
1. What is your organization?
A) Product Development
B) Customer Support
C) Testing
D) Requirements
E) Specify if others
2. What is your role in your organization?
A) Requirement engineer
B) Project manager
C) Developer/tester
D) Quality manager
E) Requirement manager
F) Requirement analyst
G) Design team requirements coordinator
H) Specify if others
3. How long have you been working actively with requirements(such as Eliciting,
analyzing, deciding, specifying or validating requirements)
A) Less than 1 year
B) 1-2 years
C) 3-5 years
D) 5-7 years
E) 7-10 years
F) 10-15 years
G) More than 15 years
4. Size of your organization
A) Less than 50 employees
B) 51-100 employees
C) 101-250 employees
D) 251-500 employees
E) More than 501 employees
5. What software development model is your organization following?
A) Agile
B) Water fall
C) Iterative and incremental
D) specify if others
Scoping: - ―Scoping is a process of selecting a subset of requirements for
implementing in the forthcoming projects and hence postponing the implementation
of remaining requirements at the later point‖.
6. What is the nature of the scoping activity for you?
A) A continuous activity which changes significantly throughout the life cycle
B) Is an activity which ends early in Requirements phase
C) Specify if you thing in other way
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7. Please explain in brief the approach you follow for scoping the requirements?
8. Do you encounter these phenomena within lifecycle of the project? How often they
occur?
Overscoping: -Overscoping occurs when setting the scope of the project require
greater resources than available.
Scope creep: - Scope creep refers to significant modification or addition of
requirements within the lifecycle of the project.
Over-Requirement:- Over-requirement occurs when the features or services are
over-specified beyond the actual requirements needed during scoping of the project
Phenomenon

Most of
the time

Some of
the time

Seldom

Never

Not
applicable

Overscoping
Scope creep
OverRequirement
9. Which of the following challenges that you have experienced do you believe are
related to poor requirements scoping in those instances? ? (Instances refers to the
phenomena as explained above)
Challenge
Most of
Some of
Seldom
Never
Not
the time
the time
applicable
Project delays

Quality issues

Change
management
Documentation
challenges (SRS
maintenance)
Decreased
motivation among
the teams
(Requirement and
development) to
work with new
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requirements in
the middle of the
projects
Communication
gap
overtime

Project failure

Wasted effort

Customer
dissatisfaction

Project cost
Inadequate
resources

10. What other challenges do you experience in those instances that are not mentioned in
the above question? (Instances refers to the phenomena as explained above)
11. Based on your experience what process improvement can you suggest for effective
requirements scoping?
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APPENDIX B: RIGOR AND RELEVANCE SCORE
Stud
y ID

RIGOR
Context

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17
C18
C19
C20
C21
C23

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Study
Desig
n
1
0.5
0.5
0
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
0.5
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1

Rig
or
Sum
Validit
y
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0.5
1
0
0
1
0
0
1

3
1.5
1.5
1
3
2
3
1.5
1.5
3
2
2
1.5
2.5
3
1.5
1.5
3
2
2
3

RELEVANCE

Relevanc
e Sum

User/Subje
ct

Cont
ext

Sca
le

RM

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1

1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1

4
3
3
2
4
4
4
3
3
4
2
4
2
4
4
2
3
4
4
4
4
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